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Community respiratory viruses (CRVs) are commonly associated with seasonal infections. They have been
associated with higher morbidity and mortality among children, elderly individuals, and immunosuppressed
patients. In April 2009, the circulation of a new influenza A virus (FLUA H1N1v) was responsible for the first
influenza pandemic of this century. We report the clinical and epidemiological profiles of inpatients infected
with CRVs or with FLUA H1N1v at a tertiary care hospital in southern Brazil. In addition, we used these
profiles to evaluate survivor and nonsurvivor patients infected with FLUA H1N1v. Multiplex reverse tran-
scription-PCR (RT-PCR) and real time RT-PCR were used to detect viruses in inpatients with respiratory
infections. Record data from all patients were reviewed. A total of 171 patients were examined over a period of
16 weeks. Of these, 39% were positive for FLUA H1N1v, 36% were positive for CRVs, and 25% were negative.
For the FLUA H1N1v- and CRV-infected patients, epidemiological data regarding median age (30 and 1.5
years), myalgia (44% and 13%), need for mechanical ventilation (44% and 9%), and mortality (35% and 9%)
were statistically different. In a multivariate analysis comparing survivor and nonsurvivor patients infected
with influenza A virus H1N1, median age and creatine phosphokinase levels were significantly associated with
a severe outcome. Seasonal respiratory infections are a continuing concern. Our results highlight the impor-
tance of studies on the prevalence and severity of these infections and that investments in programs of clinical
and laboratory monitoring are essential to detect the appearance of new infective agents.

Community-acquired respiratory viruses (CRVs), including
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), influenza A virus (FLUA),
influenza B virus (FLUB), adenovirus (AdV), rhinovirus (RHV),
coronavirus (CoV), parainfluenza virus (PIV), human meta-
pneumovirus (hMPV) (26), coronaviruses (HK1 and NL63)
(10, 28), and bocavirus (1), are important causes of morbidity
and mortality in pediatric, elderly, and immunosuppressed pa-
tients.

In adults, respiratory viruses are among the leading caus-
ative agents of community-acquired pneumonia (6, 9). How-
ever, because laboratory diagnostic studies are performed
mainly to investigate inpatients, the prevalence of respiratory
viruses in the general population remains largely unknown
(18). On the other hand, emerging and reemerging respiratory
viruses have been a subject of concern because of the risk of
rapid spread, high fatality rates, and the difficulty of control

with chemotherapy. In addition, these viruses can compromise
people regardless of their age and immunity status and the
presence of risk factors. Therefore, the early detection of these
pathogens in the community is of utmost importance.

On 15 April 2009, the description of a novel swine-origin in-
fluenza A H1N1 virus (FLUA H1N1v) in California, followed by
the identification of the same virus in other countries, led to
the declaration of an influenza pandemic by the WHO. In
Brazil, this alert triggered the implementation of measures to
contain the epidemic and a strengthening of the surveillance
program. The first case was confirmed at epidemiological week
(EW) 27 (May 2009). The period of highest incidence was EW
31, followed by a 99% reduction of case reports by WE 47
(December 2009). The rate of incidence in the whole country
was 14.5/100,000 inhabitants. However, incidences of 66.2/
100,000 and 9.7/100,000 inhabitants were observed in the
southern and southeastern regions, respectively. A total of
5.8% of confirmed cases ended in death, and the mortality rate
was about 0.85/100,000 inhabitants. The highest rates of mor-
tality were also detected in the southern (2.32/100,000) and
southeastern (1.02/100,000) regions (2).

In the state of Paraná in southern Brazil, 110,720 respiratory
infection cases were reported between the first confirmed case
of FLUA H1N1v in May 2009 and January 2010. From these,
a total of 53,578 (48%) cases of influenza A H1N1 virus infec-
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tions were confirmed, with the mortality rate being 0.5% (290
deaths). The Teaching Hospital of the Federal University of
Paraná was charged with the handling of the suspected cases of
influenza A H1N1 virus infection. In this article, we report the
results of characterization of the viral infection and the clinical
outcomes of hospitalized patients with suspected pandemic
influenza virus or other CRV infection. We also correlated the
clinical and epidemiological data with the survival rate of
FLUA H1N1v-positive patients during the first wave of this
epidemic in the Southern Hemisphere.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients. Specimens collected from the respiratory tract, nasopharyngeal as-
pirates, or bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) fluid of all inpatients presenting with
acute respiratory infection (ARI) were analyzed. Samples were collected for the
detection of the CRVs and also to investigate FLUA H1N1v. All cases were
reported by completing a specific notification form. Records, including each
patient’s medical history, epidemiological data, laboratory findings, and clinical
outcome, were reviewed for patients with respiratory virus detection. The study
was approved by the Institutional Ethics Review Board of the Hospital de
Clínicas/UFPR (IRB-2160.055/2010-03).

Pandemic influenza A H1N1 virus detection. The detection and characteriza-
tion of the virus were performed by using real-time reverse transcription-PCR
(rtRT-PCR) according to the CDC protocol (27). Viral RNA was extracted using
a nucliSENS easyMAG kit (bioMérieux, Marcy l’Etoile, France), in accordance
with the manufacturer’s instructions.

Community-acquired respiratory virus detection. CRVs were detected using a
multiplex RT-PCR technique. The viral genome was extracted using a High Pure
viral RNA kit (Roche Inc., Mannheim, Germany), in accordance with the man-
ufacturer’s instructions. First-strand cDNA synthesis was achieved using random
primers and an Improm-II reverse transcription system (Promega Inc., Madison,
WI). The resulting cDNA was then subjected to PCR by using a Seeplex RV12
ACE detection kit (Seegene Inc., South Korea), in accordance with the manu-
facturer’s protocol. This multiplex PCR technology enables the simultaneous
detection of multiple viruses: AdV, CoV types 229E/NL63 and OC43/HKU1,
hMPV, PIV type 1 (PIV-1), PIV-2, PIV-3, FLUA, FLUB, RSV type A (RSV-A),
RSV-B, and human rhinovirus types A and B (HRV-A/B).

Statistical analysis. Data were compiled using JMP software (version 5.2.1)
and analyzed using GraphPad Prism software (version 5.03). Fisher’s exact test
or the �2 test was used to assess differences between groups, and the Mann-
Whitney test was used for continuous variables, as appropriate (univariate anal-
ysis). Results for continuous data are expressed as medians � interquartile
ranges. The difference between the medians of onset of illness was calculated by
a nonparametric test (Kruskal-Wallis). Univariate analysis was performed to
identify factors affecting the risk of death. A multivariable regression technique

was applied using all statistically significant variables identified during univariate
analysis (P � 0.02). Time-to-event analyses (discharge or death) were performed
using the Kaplan-Meier method. This was used to give survival estimates over
time for patients receiving antiviral therapy within the first 3 days of onset of
illness. All P values are two-tailed, and a P value of �0.05 was considered
significant.

RESULTS

Between EWs 27 and 43 (May to December 2009), a total of
171 patients were hospitalized with influenza-like symptoms in
the school hospital. Respiratory viruses were detected in 129
(75%) of the cases, and 67 (39%) were diagnosed with
FLUA H1N1v infection and 62 (36%) were diagnosed with
CRV infection. Of the 171 patients, 15 (9%) had seasonal
influenza A virus infection (Fig. 1A). In addition to seasonal
FLUA, the most frequent CRVs were RSV-A/B (8%) and
HRV-A/B (8%). Viral coinfections were more common among
CRV cases (8%) than FLUA H1N1v cases (1%) (Fig. 1B)
(Table 1).

Table 2 shows demographic, clinical, and laboratory data for
patients with FLUA H1N1v and CRV infections. Demographic
data from infected patients showed that there was a predomi-
nance of females (58%) and adults among patients with FLUA
H1N1v and that the patients infected with CRVs were more
frequently younger than 5 years of age (Fig. 2A). Cough, fever,
and dyspnea were the most frequent clinical findings and were
distributed equally between the groups. Myalgia was less frequent
in patients infected with CRVs (Fig. 2B).

The median time from onset of illness to hospital admission
and the mean time of hospitalization were compared for the
two groups, and the differences between the median times
from onset of illness to hospital admission for the two viral
infection groups were statistically significant. However, the
mean time of hospitalization showed no significant difference
between these two groups.

Among the 171 patients, 84 (49%) had one or more under-
lying medical conditions, among which chronic obstructive pul-
monary disease (COPD) was the most common. There was a
higher frequency of pregnancy in the group of FLUA H1N1v-

FIG. 1. Pandemic influenza A virus, seasonal influenza A virus, and CRV cases recorded by epidemiological week, 2009.
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infected women. On admission, obesity was present in 3.5% of
patients and was distributed equally between the two groups.

The results of the laboratory analyses showed that some
parameters displayed greater changes for patients infected
with FLUA H1N1v than for those infected with CRVs. These
included hypoxemia and creatine phosphokinase (CK) and
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) concentrations. This indicates
the higher severity of pandemic FLUA infection.

Chest X ray was performed for 96% (164/171) of the pa-
tients, of whom 76% had some abnormality. Significant alter-
ations such as interstitial pneumonia, pulmonary consolida-
tion, and a mixed pattern were reported in patients infected
with FLUA H1N1v and CRVs. There was no statistically sig-
nificant difference between the groups.

Comparisons between the groups of FLUA H1N1v- and
CRV-infected patients showed that the antiviral oseltamivir
was given to 95% and 88% of the patients, respectively. Anti-
biotics were prescribed to 78% of the patients. For the FLUA
H1N1v-infected patients the rate of prescription was 77%, and
for the CRV-infected patients it was 69%. Mechanical venti-
lation was required in 18% of the patients. In the overall
population, 17% (30/171) of the patients died (36% for FLUA
H1N1v-infected patients versus 10% for CRV-infected pa-
tients; P � 0.0007).

To evaluate the risk of progression to death, FLUA H1N1v-
infected patients were divided into two groups: survivors and
nonsurvivors. The laboratory, clinical, and demographic data
from both groups were compared. Cough, dyspnea, and myal-
gia were more frequent among patients who survived. X rays
showing interstitial pneumonia and pulmonary condensation
were similar in frequency for both groups. However, a mixed
pattern on the X ray was more frequently detected in patients
who died (P � 0.02). Furthermore, the use of antibiotics was
more frequent in this group of patients (P � 0.002). Cortico-

steroids were rarely used in either group. Other clinical, labo-
ratory, and demographic data with the results of univariate and
multivariate analyses are shown in Table 3.

The Kaplan-Meier survival curves in Fig. 3 estimate the
survival time by comparing the patients who received specific
antiviral treatment within 3 days (first group) or after 3 days
(second group) from the time of onset of illness. Overall, 21%
of the patients who began medication in a later phase died,
whereas 10% of those who started medication earlier died

TABLE 1. Viral laboratory results for analyzed samples from
inpatients in a tertiary care hospital, May to December 2009a

Virus No. (%) of
patients Viral coinfection (no. of patients)

Negative 42 (25)
Positive 129 (75)
FLUA H1N1v 67 (39) RSV-A (1), RSV-B (1)
FLUA (seasonal) 15 (11) RSV-A (1), AdV (1), hMPV (1)
FLUB 1 (0.7) No
RSV-A 14 (10.8) FLUA H1N1v (1), FLUA (1), CoV

OC43/HKU1 (2), RHV-A/B (2),
AdV (1), PIV-3 (1)

RSV-B 3 (2.3) FLUA H1N1v (1)
RHV-A/B 13 (10) RSV-A (2), AdV (4), CoV OC43/

HKU1 (1), hMPV (2), PIV-3 (1)
AdV 7 (5.4) FLUA (1), RSV-A (1), RHV A/B

(4), hMPV (3), PIV-3 (1)
CoV 229E/NL63 2 (1.5) No
CoV OC43/HKU1 3 (2.3) RSV-A (2), RHV-A/B (1),
hMPV 12 (9.3) FLUA (1), RHV-A/B (2), AdV (3)
PIV-1 1 (0.7) No
PIV-2 1 (0.7) No
PIV-3 7 (5.4) RSV-A (1), RHV-A/B (1), AdV (1)

a Demographic and clinical data for patients with viral coinfections indicate
that the median age was 2 years (age range, 6 months to 31 years) and 43% had
comorbidities: asthma (n � 1), acute myeloblastic leukemia (n � 1), cerebral
paralysis (n � 1), COPD (n � 1), and cardiopathy (n � 1).

TABLE 2. Demographic, clinical, and laboratory data for patients
infected with pandemic influenza A virus H1N1 and community

respiratory viruses

Data FLUA
H1N1v CRV P value

Gender (no. �/no. �a) 39/28 25/37 0.04

Age (yr)
Median 30 1.5 <0.001b

Interquartile range 15–44 0.5–12.7

No. of patients with the following/
total no.:

Cough 59/61 59/63 0.99
Fever 55/61 58/63
Dyspnea 37/61 39/63
Myalgia 8/61 28/63 0.02

Time from onset of illness to
hospital admission (days)

Median 4 3 0.007
Interquartile range 3–6 2–5

Time of hospitalization (days)
Mean 5 4 0.22
Interquartile range 2–11 2–6

No. of patients with the following
underlying medical condition/
total no.:

Any underlying condition 27/67 30/62 0.71
COPD 3/35 9/32 0.32
Pregnancy 7/39 1/25 0.13
Obesity 2/35 2/32

No. of patients with the following
laboratory-determined
conditions

Hypoxemia 30/59 22/61 <0.001
Increased CK concn 15/54 5/44 0.076
Increased LDH concn 19/52 7/47 0.021

No. of patients with the following
X-ray findings/total no.:

Interstitial pneumonia 24/66 20/58 0.84
Pulmonary consolidation 10/66 7/58 0.80
Mixed pattern 14/66 6/58 0.09

No. of patients with mechanical
ventilation/total no.

18/59 5/59 0.004

Interval between the onset of
illness and antiviral
administration (days)

Median 4 3 0.01
Interquartile range 2–7 2–5

a�, female; �, male.
b Boldface indicates a statistically significant difference.
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(P � 0.20). The median survival times were 16 days in the first
group and 24 days in the second group (95% confidence inter-
val [CI], 0.25 to 1.08), corresponding to a hazard ratio of 1.93
(95% CI, 0.66 to 5.58; P � 0.22).

DISCUSSION

Data comparing the epidemiological and clinical findings for
patients infected by the pandemic 2009 influenza A virus and
cocirculating seasonal respiratory viruses in the community
setting are limited. Furthermore, there is little information
concerning the impact of other cocirculating respiratory viral
infections on the spread of pandemic FLUA H1N1v. These
data would be useful to tailor rational decisions in the handling
and control of epidemics and pandemics. In seeking to under-
stand the severe clinical course of patients hospitalized with
ARI in a tertiary care hospital (Hospital de Clínicas/UFPR) in
southern Brazil, we performed more detailed laboratory
analyses. We also investigated the clinical and epidemiolog-
ical aspects of infection/coinfection with other respiratory vi-
ruses in two groups of patients: those infected with seasonal
CRVs and those infected with pandemic FLUA H1N1v. It is
important to mention that even though we describe the groups
as nonpandemic influenza cases and community-acquired re-
spiratory virus-infected cases separately, in both cases, all the
patients in the study were presumably infected in the commu-
nity; however, we used this description to highlight the differ-
ences between the two groups.

The study presented here began a few weeks after the con-
firmation of FLUA H1N1v circulation in Brazil, corresponding
to the period of heightened surveillance of the pandemic virus
circulation in the Southern Hemisphere. Concomitant with
FLUA H1N1v spread, infections by other respiratory viruses
were observed, especially after the peak of circulation for
H1N1v FLUA. A similar occurrence has been reported by
groups in Italy and Singapore (20, 24). The most frequently
detected CRVs were seasonal FLUA, RSV, RHV, and hMPV,
which usually circulate during the winter in this southern re-
gion of Brazil (7, 25). Apparently, the cocirculation of pan-
demic and seasonal viruses suggests the absence of the phe-

nomenon of viral strain displacement or viral interference,
which is contrary to the hypothesis of Linde et al. (16). How-
ever, more studies are needed to confirm these findings.

Unlike Nisii et al. (20), who reported a higher prevalence of
FLUA H1N1v than CRV infections among hospitalized pa-
tients (70.9% versus 35%, respectively), we observed similar
percentages of FLUA H1N1v and CRV infections (39% versus
36%, respectively). This was probably due to the naturally
higher frequency of circulating CRVs during winter in the
Southern Hemisphere. However, the epidemiological and clin-
ical profiles of FLUA H1N1v-infected patients were altered,
with a predominance of young adults and higher disease se-
verity. Inpatients infected by CRVs were predominantly el-
derly and children, as previously reported (25). Nevertheless, a
few studies have evaluated the role of viruses as causative
agents or as cofactors in lower respiratory tract infections in
adult patients in Brazil. Minosse et al. (18) had drawn attention
to this problem in Italy, when they found an overall CRV
prevalence of 42.2% in hospitalized adults.

Similar to other studies (16, 17), H1N1v FLUA infection
and severe disease were rarely observed in elderly people in
Brazil. This may be due to the partial cross-immunity of pre-
vious influenza A H1N1 virus infection in people who were
alive prior to 1957 (12, 15). Previous studies (3, 19, 21) have
demonstrated that preexisting conditions, such as obesity, un-
derlying diseases, and pregnancy, were prognostic of a worse
clinical outcome in both groups of infected patients (CRV and
FLUA H1N1v); however, more studies are necessary to define
the importance of these features in clinical evolution. Knowl-
edge of the risk factors for fatality is fundamental to define the
candidate group in an immunization program, which can vary
according to the target population.

In agreement with the findings of Niisi et al. (20), viral and
bacterial coinfections were not common in FLUA H1N1v-
infected patients. This suggests that the severity of the infec-
tion was related to the viral variant and the intensity of the
immune response. Viral coinfection has been associated with
severe infections by CRVs, mainly in pediatric patients and
those with underlying diseases (4, 11).

FIG. 2. (A) Demographic data from infected and noninfected patients; (B) clinical manifestations in respiratory virus-infected patients.
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Secondary bacterial pneumonia is a common complication
in influenza virus-infected patients (22). In light of this risk,
most inpatients were treated with antibiotics, as recommended
by other authors (3, 13). However, microbiological investiga-
tions (blood cultures and bacterial isolation from nasopharyn-
geal aspirate or bronchoalveolar lavage fluid specimens) of
these patients did not demonstrate the presence of bacterial
infection at admission.

The overall mortality rate due to pandemic influenza A virus
in Brazil is within the average observed in other countries of
the Americas (0.85/100,000 inhabitants) (2). However, in a

different epidemic scenario, the mortality rate in southern Bra-
zilian increased by more than 2-fold. Under a similar scenario,
the United States, Chile, Australia, and Singapore did not
show an increase in the mortality rate due to pneumonia and
influenza virus infection (8, 12, 21, 24).

The higher incidence of FLUA H1N1v infections in south-
ern of Brazil could be explained by more efficient laboratory
surveillance as well as the characteristics of the pandemic itself.
Previous studies suggest that there were geographic variations,
which implies that this epidemic was heterogeneous (5). This
heterogeneity can be explained by the climatic conditions of

TABLE 3. Clinical and laboratory data and percentage of abnormal findings in patients with pandemic FLUA H1N1v infectiona

Clinical/laboratory observation N Value % of patients with
abnormal findings

P value

Univariate
analysis

Multivariate
analysis

Temp � 38 (°C)
Survivors 24/40 60 NS
Nonsurvivors 11/22 50

Pulse rate � 100/min
Survivors 18/36 50 NS
Nonsurvivors 11/22 50

Respiration � 30/min
Survivors 17/39 44 NS
Nonsurvivors 9/17 53

Systolic BP � 90 mm Hg
Survivors 21/28 75 NS
Nonsurvivors 16/21 76

SpO2 � 90%
Survivors 15/38 39 0.01 NS
Nonsurvivors 15/21 71

Creatine phosphokinase concn � 130 IU/ml
Survivors 4/35 11 0.01 0.003
Nonsurvivors 11/21 52

LDH concn � 225 IU/ml
Survivors 6/32 19 0.06 NS
Nonsurvivors 13/20 65

Comorbidities
Survivors 21/43 49 NS NS
Nonsurvivors 13/24 54

Demographic data
Median (IQR) age (yr)

Survivors 26 (8–36) 0.0005 0.03
Nonsurvivors 42.5 (30–50)

Gender (no. male:no. female)
Survivors 18:25 NS
Nonsurvivors 10:14

Median (IQR) time interval between onset
of disease and hospitalization (days)

Survivors 4 (2–7) NS
Nonsurvivors 5 (4–6)

Median (IQR) time interval between onset
of disease and antiviral use (days)

Survivors 4 (2–6) 0.03 NS
Nonsurvivors 5 (3.7–7.5)

a N, number of patients with alterations/number with medical records with the information; BP, blood pressure; SpO2, oxygen saturation; IQR, interquartile range;
NS, not significant. Boldface data indicate a statistically significant difference.
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the winter, which contributed significantly to virus dissemina-
tion, as well as the degree of immunity of the local population
to the circulating influenza virus and virus infectiousness (17).

The statistical analysis of the results showed no significant
difference in the clinical manifestations between patients in-
fected with FLUA H1N1v and those infected with CRVs, ex-
cept for myalgia, which was more frequent in FLUA-infected
patients. Previously, myositis with an increased creatine phos-
phokinase concentration has been reported in patients with
influenza virus infections (15). Myoglobinuria and renal fail-
ure, feasible complications of the myositis, were not associated
with H1N1v FLUA infection.

During the pandemic period, all patients with respiratory
infections referred to the Hospital de Clínicas/UFPR were
treated with oseltamivir. It has been reported that during pe-
riods of influenza outbreak in the community, the clinicians
had a low threshold for suspecting, diagnosing, and treating the
infection according to the recommended guidelines (23). In
2010, Perret (21) showed a high correlation between clinical
findings and real-time PCR detection for diagnosis of influenza
virus infections. The widespread use of antiviral therapy must
be followed by epidemiological and laboratory surveillance to
detect drug resistance. Several factors, such as late medical
evaluation and a delay in antiviral administration, could un-
derlie the higher level of severity of influenza virus infection
observed in our study population.

The clinical and laboratory data concerning levels of ox-
ygen saturation, creatine phosphokinase levels, appearance
of a mixed pattern on X ray, median age, and time interval
between onset of illness and antiviral administration were sta-
tistically different between survivor and nonsurvivor patients
infected with H1N1v FLUA. However, in a multivariate anal-
ysis, only median age and levels of creatine phosphokinase
remained statistically different, and both of these were associ-
ated with a severe outcome.

The mortality rate associated with FLUA H1N1v infection
in the present study was higher than the rates for inpatients in
the United States (14), Australia (8), and the United Kingdom
(19) but comparable to that reported in China (29). Similar to
Chinese patients, the patients who died during the present
study were hospitalized at the fifth day of illness, which could
contribute to the higher mortality rate that we observed. How-
ever, in contrast to the present study, the independent risk
factors for hospital death in the Chinese study were diabetes,
LDH levels, presence of septic shock, and altered mental status

(29). A study designed to detect risk factors was carried out in
the United Kingdom at the same time and showed that obesity,
previous pulmonary diseases, the presence of pneumonia, and
raised C-reactive protein levels were all associated with poor
outcomes. However, 59% of all inpatient deaths occurred in
previously healthy individuals (19).

The median time between the onset of symptoms and hos-
pital presentation among survivor and nonsurvivor patients
was more than 3 days for both groups. Therefore, early admin-
istration of neuraminidase inhibitors (within 48 h from symp-
tom onset) was rare. This could explain the lack of significant
differences in the Kaplan-Meier survival estimates, where the
survival time was longer for patients who began antiviral drugs
later. It is possible that less severe symptoms of disease con-
tributed to patients seeking medical care later and that patients
presenting more severe symptoms were hospitalized earlier
but still too late to be able to respond to antiviral therapy.
An analysis of greater casuistry is required to confirm these
findings.

The influenza mitigation strategies used to control the epi-
demics in Paraná consisted of postponing attendance at school,
having people avoid crowded places, and the use of antiviral
therapy for everyone presenting with respiratory symptoms. A
significant decrease in the number of hospitalizations and mor-
tality rates was observed after these measures were followed.
The impact of these strategies could be overestimated due to
the late implementation (the beginning of the decline in the
curve of cases) of such measures. However, an important relief
in medical care, as well as an increased sense of security in
society, was seen.

The pandemic of H1N1 influenza A virus introduced signif-
icant changes in the epidemiological and clinical presentation
of viral respiratory infections. ARI remains a major and ongo-
ing threat to public health. The results presented here highlight
the importance of constant surveillance for the detection of
these pathogens and increase the knowledge concerning their
epidemiological dynamics. Together, these can help to lessen
the impact of these infections on the general population. To
our knowledge, this is the first report of clinical and laboratory
findings from patients infected by pandemic influenza A virus
and other community-acquired respiratory viruses during the
first pandemic wave in the Southern Hemisphere.
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